


Selecting the right interior hardware is an important step in making a home feel special and unique, 

regardless of whether you’re remodeling or building a new home. Choosing the style, type, and finish 

of your interior hardware that suits the rest of your home and complements your decor is a great 

way to make it reflect your personal style. Go through our unique hardware trends that can serve as 

a guidance tool for design lovers to upgrade interior design projects.





Contemporary Style 
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Contemporary door handles are characterized by prominent clean lines, contempo-

rary curves, and geometric shapes. Frequently minimal in design, modern door han-

dles fit perfectly with modern-styled properties.

Main Door Handles

contemporary style 
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Contemporary door handles are characterized by prominent clean lines, contemporary 

curves, and geometric shapes. Frequently minimal in design, modern door handles fit 

perfectly with modern-styled properties.

Internal  Door Handles & Knobs

contemporary style 
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With one of the largest selections of modern door hardware , we’re sure to 

have the perfect hardware for your home or office project.

Door Accessories

contemporary style 
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Bathroom Accessories

Each product is designed to harmonize perfectly with the others , right down to the tiniest 

details! From our extensive range of bathroom accessories across all our collections, we offer 

stylish and practical pieces as an addition to your design concept.

contemporary style 
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We offer a wide range of modern hardware to enhance your

 furniture.  Every piece is made by a highly skilled craftsman, every piece is unique.

Furniture Handles & Knobs

contemporary style 
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Country Style 
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Authentic country style door handles possess an innate warmth and richness that come with 

only the finest organic materials. They create a very warm, welcoming presence in any space.

Main Door Handles

country style 
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A rustic touch is added to any aesthetic when country-inspired door handles and 

knobs are used, while adding a sense of organic warmth to the living space.

Internal  Door Handles & Knobs

country style 
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Each piece of our door accessory collection is handcrafted with 

elegant, hand-applied characteristics that give it an authentic feel.

Door Accessories

country style 
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We offer high-quality and long-lasting accents for the kitchen and bath. 

Our artisan-grade bronze hardware and accessories are made to last.

Bathroom Accessories

country style 
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Bringing a romantic and rustic atmosphere to your home with furniture hard-

ware that gives a weathered look. Decorate your home with a country feel. 

Furniture Handles & Knobs

country style 
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Spanish Style 
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Our Spanish-influneced  door handles often pay homage to history, 

while maintaining vintage elements in the interiors.

Main Door Handles

spanish style 
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These indoor handles and knobs in the living space is the perfect 

way to embrace the Mediterranean air

Internal  Door Handles & Knobs

spanish style 
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With Spanish-inspired door accessories, you can create a classy and so-

phisticated theme for your door that is also relaxed and welcoming.

Door Accessories

spanish style 
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Whether you’re planning for your Spanish bathroom or decorating your 

own, these gorgeous accessories will give you plenty of inspiration.

Bathroom Accessories

spanish style 
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The perfect handles for your next Spanish style interior project. 

Beautifully detailed and designed with durability in mind.

Furniture Handles & Knobs

spanish style 
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Classic Style 
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With the timeless appeal of classic luxury handles, your home can take its design cues from 

classic, vintage interiors or period properties.

Main Door Handles

classic style 
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With its sumptuous and elegant shapes, our door handles and knobs give a touch 

of elegance to all rooms in the most prestigious houses around the world.

Internal  Door Handles & Knobs

classic style 
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Find the perfect finishing touches for your home in our luxury door 

accessories collection.

Door Accessories

classic style 
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Adding luxury bathroom accessories to a room can make it appear more 

glamorous and user-friendly. We provide high quality products that are 

exclusive, handcrafted, and timeless with a classic style

Bathroom Accessories

classic style 
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An exquisite collection of luxury furniture handles to complement 

the beauty of your home

Furniture Handles & Knobs

classic style 
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